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The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) is seeking commercial partners interested in developing an improved method and apparatus for classifying packets at wire-speed using both hardware- and software-based packet classification methods.

OVERVIEW

Packet classification is a critical factor affecting the quality of service and security on Internet protocol and other packet-based networks. Packet classification involves matching incoming information packets against a set of rules to determine specific actions, as in a firewall blocking network access to an unwanted packet. Packet classification can be performed by either software- or hardware-based classification; however, both of these methods have limitations.

Software-based approaches use high speed network processors with static random access memory (SRAM) or dynamic random access memory (DRAM). Yet, SRAM and DRAM technology cannot handle increasing transmission rate, or wire-speed, due to limitations of memory access speeds. An alternative is a hardware-based approach called ternary content addressable memory (TCAM). However, TCAM becomes increasingly expensive as transmission rates increase and classification rule sets become more complex.

THE INVENTION

UW-Madison researchers have developed a method and apparatus for packet classification at wire-speed using both hardware- and software-based classifiers. In the new method, incoming packets are first processed through a hardware-based classifier that utilizes a set of evolving rules continuously modified by information from packet flow characteristics. If the hardware-based classifier cannot classify the packet, it is then processed by a more sophisticated software-based classifier. The combination of both hardware- and software-based classification allows optimal operation of the packet classifying apparatus.

The improved apparatus consists of a hardware-based packet classifier and a processor that executes the software-based packet classifier. The hardware-based classifier is able
to store, update and create new evolving rules with the assistance of cache manager software. Updating the rules to promote maximum efficiency may involve ensuring rules are in accordance with sample packets, minimizing a cache miss ratio, reorganizing the structure of rules or hot-swapping rules. The software-based classifier also has a full set of rules to classify any packets that the hardware-based classifier could not classify. Taking advantage of hardware- and software-based classifiers, the new method and apparatus for packet classification maximizes the efficiency and speed of packet classification, in turn optimizing packet-based network quality of service and security.

APPLICATIONS

• Maximize stateless firewall operation
• Protect any packet-based network, for example Internet protocol (IP), Ethernet, cellular or asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)

KEY BENEFITS

• Improves efficiency of packet classification
• Applies to any packet-based network
• Can be implemented using software, hardware or a combination of both
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For more information about optimizing packet classification configuration on IP networks, see WARF reference number P06413US.
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